Investigation of self-organizing oscillator networks for use in clustering microarray data.
The self-organizing oscillator network (SOON) is a comparatively new clustering algorithm that does not require the knowledge of the number of clusters. The SOON is distance based, and its clustering behavior is different to density-based algorithms in a number of ways. This paper examines the effect of adjusting the control parameters of the SOON with four different datasets; the first is a (communications) modulation dataset representing one modulation scheme under a variety of noise conditions. This allows the assessment of the behavior of the algorithm with data varying between highly separable and nonseparable cases. The main thrust of this paper is to evaluate its efficacy in biological datasets. The second is taken from microarray experiments on the cell cycle of yeast, while the third and the fourth represent two microarray cancer datasets, i.e., the lymphoma and the liver cancer datasets. The paper demonstrates that the SOON is a viable tool to analyze these problems, and can add many useful insights to the biological data that may not always be available using other clustering methods.